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More than its physical matter, architecture’s conditions - its determinants, performance, milieu, and
multiple stakeholders - grow ever more ethereal.
The “ether” condition can be named as such because of its entropic, expanding and hazy mixture
of physical and computational and other characteristics; and possibly for a resulting delirium in its
movement past any paradigm in which any of these
parameters can lay dominant claim to its formation.
Answering to an ever-expanding set of contemporary exigencies from market crashes and shifting
climates to globalized sources of building materials
and the evolving influence of ubiquitous computing,
the built environment provokes speculation on its
possible futures that must lie far outside of typological or even scalar parameters. It needs critical fictions as a means for planning tactically past choices
of utopic or dystopic scenarios, embracing instead
a messy tangle of new and future influences and a
sober acceptance that analog convergence recasts
architects more like steampunk novelists or design
noir authors (to borrow here a term from Anthony
Dunne). These influences resemble the categories
found in a building code or current teaching curriculum, but in name only: cultural, technological,
legal, material, to name a few. Upon further examination, the nature of each has already so fundamentally transformed as to demand speculation far past
existing models of architect-consultant relationships
or any mere new upskilling for young designers. We
need new methods now to participate in speculating
on the built environment’s future.
A recent design research project under the title,
“Émission” explored some of the convergences
in this “messy tangle” within a specific context.

“Émission” is a title that refers to both radiation
and broadcast in the word’s French usage. This
word identifies an important relation between electromagnetic frequency radiations and new technologies, especially communications technologies,
in our world now. The title frames a set of critical fictions at the basis of this research-based design project, a speculation on future convergences
between EMF radiations of different sorts, public
health, and the built environment.
This project revisited some Modernist conceptions
of space through a study of how air is constructed
and mediated by architecture today, considering air
as highly saturated with invisible elements in dynamic play with our bodies. In a former residence
and practice of a doctor, this installation shows the
intersection of architecture, electromagnetic radiation and health effects. Installed in the villa’s consultation parlor, posters and objects for consultation
imagine where we are going in the next 25 years.
Each poster describes a possible scenario involving
health, law, materiality and modernist culture. These
narratives have specific places and dates that corresponds with real global changes documented in research, with references to the sources. The didactic
posters take form as one might find at the doctor,
with an associated anatomical model or instrument
from these speculative futures. In this way, architectural, urban and global development scenarios
are explained through the intensive mix of influences that are distant results of modernist ideas.
As a discursive backdrop to this project, we might
consider theories of Reflexive Modernization of the
past years, in particular those proposed in writings
of recent years by Anthony Giddens, Ulrich Beck and
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Scott Lash (see for example, Beck, Bonss and Lau,
“The Theory of Reflexive Modernization: Problematic, Hypotheses and Research Programme,” in Theory, Culture & Society April 2003 20: 1-33). These
writings frame a fresh consideration of the material
and computational influences on architecture outside
of either technophiliac or socially positivistic terms.
They therefore let us imagine the multiple influences
of grand shifts in analog and digital, meteorological,
legal and other factors, and where they might lead.
The Émission project’s narrative runs both chronologically and geographically, in each case imagining
an accelerated timeline for the next 25 years and
what might converge where. For each case, a specific set or tangle of considerations are taxonomized
from research in our current state. These taxonomies form the basis for a “scenario”, each with its
own design objects and mappings that imagine the
physical and computational, analog and digital directions that may come together but also the lived
scenario or narrative.

SCENARIOS
2019: “R(ad)io Therapy”
The early 21st century’s trends in lifestyle medicine
and medical tourism (lasiks in Bangkok, anyone?)
gets a further turn as cancer patients give new
meaning to “getting a Brazilian.” This city’s resorts
have cleaned up safety issues around kidnapping of
the wealthy, and their use of new self-administered
radiology tools around highly-controlled doses of
spot-therapy for cervical cancers.
These cancers occupy a strange place in medicine, as their increase in occurrence is unexplained
and yet they are not met with popular alarm since
treatments have drastically cut their life threat.

Legal: 		
Material:
Health:
Modernism:

Medical Tourism
None
Cancer Trends
Holiday Resort Planning
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2020: “Meridian Park”
Jordan emerges as the middle east’s nexus of modern democracy and new technological innovation
under queen noor’s leadership, with the side effect
of new consumer electronic usage and a movement
for digital landscape urbanist interventions in the
nation’s capital.

Legal: Eminent Domain,
Federal Communications Regulations
Material: TCR & TCC (tooth chips)
Health: Hypertension
Modernism: Agit-Prop
2030: “Infertility Cycling”

amman therefore establishes an elevation clearzone, a parks district between 800-830 meters
above sea level that is protected from wireless
emissions. Intended for day-to-day recreational
use, pulmonary health and also for more general
testing against dangerous rads, this cuts an invisible band across the city’s 21 hills and valleys where
wireless signal would usually drop off anyway in the
past. Now, it serves as a kind of haptic elevational
mapping tool: if your radio or phone signal drops
as you walk or drive up A Street, you have entered
the Meridian. Also, the Meridian is an empirical device: since it has no EMF in the lower bandwidth, it
leaves testing for any leakage from nuclear power
facilities in Asia to be clearly identified if it enters
the city’s atmosphere.
The Meridian is constructed with disruption nets
around the city that sparkle with flashing OLEDs as
they detect and cancel signal, much like blue-light
fly-zappers. These nets are made from recycled
silicon and aluminum detritus of the tech industry
to the south and in neighboring Israel.
Legal: New Democracies, Urban Design
Material: None
Health: Fresh Air Protection
Modernism: Boston’s “Emerald Necklace”,
Le Corbusier’s City of Tomorrow
2023: “Stress Relief Period”
After the mass acceptance of TCR (tooth chip radio), the technologies and infrastructure advanced
for widespread TCC (tooth chip communications).
People are not only connected but the connection is
physically implanted on the body, thus exponentially
increasing stress levels. 6 years after mass implantation, the SOMALI Parliament declared a 1-hour relaxation period to support the practice of sieste that
was cultivated during italian colonial rule.
This allows wireless communications to be run by
the government for that hour, transmitting synchronized meditative aural and physical rhythms
over the air throughout Mogadishu.

In 2050, Holland’s efforts to build new dykes for
stemming rising sea levels are supplemented by
an unexpected development in the form of Passive
Population Reduction.
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Early 21st century cell phones, long confirmed to
emit wavelengths harmful to male fertility, are reintroduced to market. Government subsidies have
for decades funded the retrofitting of urban dwellers houses with EMF-blocking “(H)airnet” roof tiles,
and the canals of Amsterdam are regularly imbibed
with copper particles that heighten conductivity in
the waters, thereby drawing stray EMF from the air,
and then promote algae growth once out to sea.
Together, these invert the objectivity of space as
proposed by Gerrit Rietveld and contemporaries,
subjecting bodies selectively while maintaining
open domestic spaces of sex for a new society of
willfully infertile men.
Legal: liberal civil rights policies lead to total
deregulation of cell phone EMF
Material: (H)airnet, canal transfusions
Health: Male Fertility, Climate Change
Modernism: De Stijl Revisited
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This gives rise to “Clean” Camp Colonies, summer
camps for pre-teens where activities like Archery,
Horseback Riding and Kayaking are reintroduced in
an EMF-free zone that hosts kid on an architectural
and landscape of equal ground: no augmented reality, no GPS, no assisted communications. Children in
the American Northeast develop muscle tone, tans
and basic hunter-gatherer skills as a break from the
urban setting of their school year lives.
Legal: Lack of proper legal regulation leads to
new biological media for protection
Material: Conductive ink, faraday cage, human
skin as barrier
Health: Prophylactic medicine, personal care,
family medicine
Modernism: Cyborg, functionalism, self expression

2031: “Ink Defense”
The application of conductive ink within the field of
tattooing has presented the artistic practice with
a newly founded high scale market. Recent trends
have shown that many individuals are now readily
shaving their heads in order to have a protective
shell tattooed around their skull as a preventative
measure against the biological risks associated with
cell phones. As a continuous conductive surface,
the tattoo redirects electromagnetic fields around
the brain, thus limiting the potential for the penetration of microwave radiation through the bloodbrain-barrier. While many middle class citizens have
already begun to undertake the procedure, the upper class has pushed beyond the limitations of skull
enclosure for that of full body murals as a means of
a status symbol. While continuing the artistic pride
of traditionally tattooed ‘sleeves,’ the continuity
provided through conductive tattoos across the entirety of the body symbolizes one’s status as an
upper class citizen in a strikingly similar fashion as
to the armor of knights from medieval times. While
these tattoos were once intended for adults, there
have already been several identified cases of infants whom have undertaken full body tattoos per
request of their parents in order to protect them
from the dense fields of electromagnetism broadcast annually into the surrounding environment.

2035: “Wisdom Channel”
Small cities along the English Channel such as
Dieppe and Dover had been suffering economically
for decades at the erosion of tourism and maritime
industry, as warmer climes like Mallorca won out on
the former and tax policy favored faraway nations
in Asia for the latter. As early 21st century population migrations saw the Earth’s population tip over
50% urban for the first time in history, so too came
an unprecedented concentration of urban airs saturated with all spectra ranges of electromagnetic
field radiation.
At this time, cities like Dieppe saw an unexpected
revival as a new form of spa landscape and the site
of a new European Union Research Zone. Sea water
had long been known to have high electrical conductivity due to its salinity, but the particular spray
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Legal: EU Research Planning
Material: Saltwater Spray Protected Zone
Health: Geriatric Medicine
Modernism: Resort Architecture,
Monet’s Landscape Pastoralism, Late Modern
Urbanization
Each of these are narratives, but the essence of the
project locates them in something slightly more native to the architectural work of projecting futures:
scenarios. Scenarios differentiate from narratives
crucially, and they identify one of numerous differences between this body and a seminal work that is
in some ways its inspiration, Dunne and Raby’s “design noir” studies, as exemplified in Anthony Dunne’s
Hertzian Tales (2005). In that work, the use of narrative appears to precede and augment dark twists
on the directions that industrial design objects of today latently desire. Dunne and Raby’s objects in fact
riff on the very use of narrative that is so typically
employed in product design proper, imagining users,
their demographics, their world of things, and so
on. Highly personal in constructing a subject, these
methods get exorcized by Dunne and Raby along
with the desires that they construct for a consumer.

found around these cities on the channel - with
their high chalk cliffs - were discovered to dissipate
dangerous wavelengths. More provocatively, fishermen and locals who had spent their lives in contact
with the waters had developed resistance in their
very bloodstream to ambient EMF, yielding an unusually long lifespan up and down the channel. The
entire zone was cordoned off by the EU in 2022 to
and major landscaping projects, and huge swaths
of lands seized under Eminent Domain toward the
construction of a constellation of universities under
the protective mists. Between them, wealthy urbanites come for months on end to heal in the seaspray.

Architectural constructions of the subject are a sea
of such objects and desires, but they construct at
a larger scale and a more heterogeneous batch of
consumers. In public spaces like those imagined in
Emission’s beaches of Rio or Meridian Park, it is the
very indiscriminating infiltration of the air with EMF
radiation that depersonalizes these from the subjectivity of a single narrative, and in which narrative
can only follow. This are essential qualities to the
construction of such scenarios, since they enable
a new practice for architecture to handle a messy
tangle of multiple demands between physical and
digital interactions to come. These scenarios are
utterly architectural in their convergence of much
more than just digital and analog computing, but
of the legal, cultural, material and other conditions
that underlie them. In each of these six scenarios,
a projection forward 25 years attempts to reconcile
research of all these types into a speculation on
objects, spaces and routines that might result.
These objects, spaces and routines necessarily cross
multiple scales from the molecular to the regional.
For example, one scenario draws together diverse
data from the rising popularity of infant tattooing
in the US, DIY recipes for conductive ink, new life-
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style camp developments for pre-teens and deregulation of locations for cell towers. Another imagines what the result could be on public health and
regional development in the EU along the English
Channel coastline, as discoveries are made around
the shielding capacities of seaspray’s salinity. Some
of these designed results have characteristics that
have already been identified in the worlds of pervasive computing, such as spimes (a neologism coined
by Bruce Sterling in 2004 to describe objects that
are self-tracking and self-reporting, among other
behaviors) but blown to the scale of environments
or even urban design interventions.
Studies like those produced in Emission are therefore
probes of several kinds. They plumb the possibilities
for scenarios of critical fiction as a new region of design practice that can be steeped in current research
yet remain highly speculative. These scenarios are
also able to manage numerous, diverse influences
and yield considerations for design that are one or
two generations ahead of us but demanding thought
across scales and design disciplines. This welcomes
into architectural thinking a rhetorical and material
space for the convergence of so many physical and
computational players in flux: blood, cell phones,
walls, soil, legacies of Modernism, laws of eminent
domain - in short, the fraught space and discourse
that we might call the Commons (see Garrett Hardin,
The Tragedy of the Commons, Science,1968). This
allows architectural research and design practice to
maintain rigor over a necessarily expanding range of
possibilities and risky futures, not only reading and
learning from but also speaking meaningfully back
to audiences in fields as far reaching as climate science, computer science, economics, sociology and
material science.
Project Credits: Jordan Geiger, Daniel Barry, Adam
Laskowitz
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